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The evidence is overwhelming - parents of babies in the NICU suffer tremendous

stress and trauma from the experience. 

A baby's admission to the NICU is often sudden, unexpected and highly stressful, a

trauma unlike any other that families experience in the hospital. Parents are

frightened and confused, feeling out of control and helpless to be the caretaker

their baby needs.

NICU Families Need Help

The American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Hospital Association and the

Joint Commission, among other healthcare advocacy groups, all agree that

Family-Centered Care (FCC) is critical for providing the best evidence-based

care in the NICU. 
Implementing changes to the physical layout of the

unit or introducing large-scale, sweeping changes to

nursing culture & practices within any NICU can be

challenging and costly. 

But that doesn't mean that small, meaningful

improvements can't be made. 

In fact, getting started can be as simple as providing

parents with a tool to help them right when they first

arrive in the unit. 

4,5,6
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What Help Can
Hospitals Provide?

Parents rely on the hospital and the NICU

staff to guide them and to provide them

with the resources they need. 

Even though parents aren't the patient,

their mental health and wellbeing must be

considered by the hospital. 
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Improved clinical decision-making

based on better information and

collaborative processes.

More efficient and effective use of

professional time, including the

use of patient- and family-

centered rounds.

A practice environment that

enhances professional satisfaction.

Staff report feelings of enhanced job

satisfaction when their facility provides

family-centered care. Some outcomes

that the AAP has found with FCC:

4,11

For NICU families in particular, some of the simple yet powerful improvements

that greatly improve their satisfaction and wellbeing include
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The American Academy of Pediatrics and The Joint Commission agree.

Family-Centered Care in the NICU is necessary.

"A hospital must embed effective communication, cultural competence, and family-centered

care practices into the core activities of its system of care delivery...to truly meet the needs of

the patients, families, and communities served." 6

"Family-centered approaches lead to better health outcomes and wiser allocation of

resources as well as to greater patient and family satisfaction." 4

 7

NICU families prefer FCC.

Parents of infants who received more

family-centered care in the NICU were

More satisfied with the care they

received.

Demonstrated increased

competence and confidence in

caregiving.

Demonstrated improvement in self-

esteem, sense of control and

supplying needs. 4,12

Hospital staff prefer FCC.

Hospitals benefit from FCC.

Decreased re-hospitalization in NICU

Improved job performance, less staff

turnover, and a decrease in costs.

A more competitive position in the

health care marketplace. 4,12

Family-centered care may lead to

Implementing formal family-centered care

efforts can be costly, complicated, time

consuming and difficult to accomplish.

So why is it still a struggle
to implement?

The four principles of family-centered care are

Participation

Collaboration

Dignity and Respect

Information Sharing

Improved communication between families and staff. 

Improved relationships between families and staff.

Better parental understanding of medical terms, procedures, and daily NICU activities

More hands-on involvement with their baby.



One simple journal makes a
tremendous improvement in

Family Centered Care

Offers parents an immediate source of comfort
Guides parents to document relevant information daily
Reinforces NICU-appropriate bonding activities such as
skin-to-skin holding, feeding, reading and more
Encourages parental involvement in NICU cares
Promotes improved communication with staff
Improves family participation in patient rounds
Becomes a highly-valued resource which parents refer to
for seeing their baby's progress and remembering
important medical information

"Our NICU Journey" - Daily Notes 
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3. It's incredibly affordable

$7,400

AVERAGE COST FOR A TYPICAL STAY IN THE NICU

AVERAGE COST FOR ONE DAY IN THE NICU

$49,100

$216,800 

AVERAGE COST FOR AN EXTREME PREMATURE BABY'S STAY
IN THE NICU

$10
AVERAGE COST FOR ONE JOURNAL PER NICU ADMISSION

Why does this journal work so well?

1. It's easy to implement

4. It makes your hospital look great!
Whether you customize the journal with your hospital's logo and information, or

you simply include a standard journal with your existing welcome packet, your

hospital demonstrates compassion and excellence by providing tools that help. 

Enhances parental feelings of involvement

Encourages appropriate participation in NICU caregiving activities

Improves parent understanding of the care being delivered

Fosters better communication, knowledge sharing, dignity & respect, all of which

are family-centered care priorities

2. It's effective
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No special training is required.

Admitting nurse simply hands the journal to the family, helps them fill in

the first day's information, and then the parents take it from there!
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What's inside?

Date

Weight

Gestational Age

NICU Day #

Care Providers

Feedings 

Labs, Meds, Vital Signs

& Procedures

Parent Activities

Daily Progress

Notes

Space every day to

document:

A family's first step into your
NICU's Family-Centered Care

Customization Available

Show off your hospital
or organization!

On the Back Cover.

On the inside Cover, along with space for

additional custom. messaging and / or QR

code to direct visitors to your website. 

On the final journal entry page.

Journal customization includes prominent

placement of your full color logo:

Details
6" x 9"

4 week & 8

week options

English &

Spanish

options

Paperback,

Hardcover &

Spiral Binding

options

Our NICU Journey

The easiest way to start your NICU families

on a path of better understanding, better

communication, and improved satisfaction. 

Plus space every week for longer entries, new

milestones and room to add baby photos.
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Absolutely loved this journal. My daughter was in the

CICU for 42 days with 2 surgeries and 3 procedures

and we to say the least had a ROLLERCOASTER of

emotions. Some days were obviously better than

others, but on those days that were not the best, the

venting in this book really came in handy. I say it's an

absolute must have because it keeps you involved. 

With my daughter being in the NICU this really was something I looked forward to doing

daily. It helped me react her progress and see how far she’s really come! Not only that but I

was able to write questions I had that I might have forgotten to ask. Highly suggested for

any NICU parent.

Hello all. A mom of a micro premie here! I absolutely love this journal! As many premie

parents know we basically live at our baby’s bedside. This journal is amazing as I can

track my little one's HR, saturation, the many procedures, and all the many aspects

involved at the NICU.

We absolutely love and treasure our

daughter’s journals. Having a place to

track each day, each gram of weight

gained, and each parent interaction

with our daughter is so special. This is

one of my favorite tools for making it

throughout the difficult days of the

NICU. I highly recommend this journal

to any family in the NICU.

The nurses in the NICU adore them because they

are so spot on with the way they are sectioned and

have places to put everything.

One of the NICU nurses suggested this journal and I'm so glad!! I write in it every day and it

really helps with keeping up with all your NICU babies important information. We can

quickly look back and see how much he has gained, what procedures he has been through

and all the firsts!! Its a very nice simple journal and my hubby and I enjoy writing in it!

What do NICU parents say about "Our NICU Journey"?

All of these reviews, and many more, can be found publicly on Amazon.comwww.EveryTinyThing.com

Over 30,000 in print

Since the original publication in

2017, over 30,000 copies of Our

NICU Journey have been printed

and delivered to families across

the globe.



Improve relationships with your NICU families.

Increase patient satisfaction.

Enhance your NICU's family-centered care efforts.

Deliver effective, compassionate care to families at an affordable price.

Be a leader in the NICU community by providing the finest products.

High quality products that will reflect your facility's commitment to excellence.

Prompt, friendly customer service.

Individualized attention.

Flexible solutions.

Every Tiny Thing, LLC is a NICU-focused small business founded in 2015

whose mission is to design products for the NICU community that support

families and enhance their experiences during their baby's hospital stay.

Project NICU

Hand to Hold

Every year we donate a portion of our sales revenue to our two "Tiny Partners"

We aim to help you:

We promise to deliver:

About Every Tiny Thing

We give back to the NICU community.

Trish Ringley, RN, BSN, Founder & CEO, has been a NICU nurse for her
nursing entire career. Since 1997, she has devoted her days to caring for
babies and advocating for NICU parents. 

Every Tiny Thing was established out of a desire to create the products
and tools that NICU families deserve. 

www.EveryTinyThing.com
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